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their urban character. There were many others, in France
and Germany, which were the seat of bishops, and therefore
still contained a number of residents ; here was a nucleus
for town life, and the walls, even if needing repair, afforded
shelter. The necessity for protection was naturally a con-
sideration uppermost in the minds of the traders, who fre-
quently established their depots under the shadow of a
monastery or a lord's castle. From this they derived the
further advantage that there were on the spot consumers for
their wares, and a market was soon established. Other and
more permanent settlers, whose main concern was with the
production of food, would be attracted to the spot, but there
would also be a number of small craftsmen and tradesmen to
supply local needs ; occupations in a growing community
necessarily became differentiated. The site and its juxta-
position to the main course of trade determined whether the
settlement would develop into a town or remain little more
than a village. But in most cases the burg was a necessary
feature, and those who dwelt under its protection were known
as burgesses ; x they lived outside the burg in the/om burgus
(faubourg, suburbs), and this they protected with a wall of
their own. As their numbers grew, the faubourg became the
real town and took to itself the name of the burg.
Thus commerce, geographical situation, past history, and The same
the need for protection were all factors determining the the scaje on
position and the rise of towns.   They were factors, too, in which
determining the size of towns and the scale on which business conmwa-e6
was transacted in them.   Where commerce on a large scale,	^
especially on shipboard, was concerned, we can see the begin- conducted
nings of " big business " ; crews and workmen were the hired
servants of their employers, the modern conditions of capital
and labour were already in evidence. Merchants travelling
by land were usually little more than pedlars ; when they
settled in a burg they may best be described as small trades-
men. Much the same is true of industry. In places where
industries had never wholly disappeared, as in Italy, the
revival was soon on a large scale ; artisans and craftsmen
worked for wages under employers who were concerned not
only with local but also with distant markets, and who
1 In Germany, the term burgenses first appears in a privilege for Huy
in 1066.

